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Professional
Hair Brushes



Test Report

Company Profile

       Located in Dongguan, Guangdong, China, the Manufacturing Capital of the World, 
Mikooremei Brush Co., Ltd is a company specializing in R&D, production, and sales of all 
range of beauty prodcuts. Our product range includes makeup brushes,hair brushes,beauty 
sponges,mirror etc..We also offer OEM/ODM services to provide exclusive products for our 
clients and the products have gained a good reputation among domestic and international 
customers.With a focus on quality and customer satisfaction,the company adheres to scientific 
management principles and utilizes advanced technology and production processes.We have 
successfully obtained ISO9001,ISO14001,BSCI,BRC,FSC and other international certifications 
own brands                                                          have become industry standards for makeup 
brushes and hairbrushes. Our products are exported to including the United States, Canada,
Europe,Brazil,the Middle East,Southeast Asia,and more. As a people-oriented with an emphasis 
on honesty, trustworthiness ,and excellent customer service. We continuously innovate, strive 
for excellence, and sincerely provide high-quality products and services to customers 
worldwide. 



   ITEM: 36-9713RCSPBlowout Round Brush-Medium

   34mm

   ITEM: 36-9613RCBlowout Round Brush-Medium

   34mm

   ITEM: 36-9712RCSPBlowout Round Brush-Small 

   25mm

   ITEM: 36-9612RCBlowout Round Brush-Small

   25mm

   ITEM: 36-9709RCSPBlowout Round Brush-Large+

   54mm

   ITEM: 36-9609RCBlowout Round Brush-Large+

   54mm

   ITEM: 36-9708RCSPBlowout Round Brush-Large

   44mm

   ITEM: 36-9608RCBlowout Round Brush-Large

   44mm

100% Natural boar bristles & Nylon Anti-slip Rotatable sectioning tip



ITEM: 36-9595R
Paddle Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and 
adding shine to your hair. Nylon with stay-put ball 

tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage 
the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and 

tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 36-9547RSP

Large vents for fast blow drying
100% Natural boar bristles with soft & 

& shine 

ITEM: 36-9548RSP

Detangling Brush

ITEM: 36-2349RSP
Detangling Brush

Vented design speeds drying time and 
removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant 
bristles gently detangle while blow drying. 

Brush design contours to scalp for extra 

ITEM: 36-9552R
Vented Brush

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying 
process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture 

and volume to hair. Recommended for home 
and light blow drying only.

ITEM: 36-9646RSP

Fit h
ead sh

ap
e



ITEM: 36-9409RCSP
Blowout Round Brush-Large+

   54mm

ITEM: 36-9408RCSP
Blowout Round Brush-Large

   44mm

ITEM: 36-9413RCSP
Blowout Round Brush-Medium

   34mm



ITEM: 9809RCSP

Blowout Round 
Brush-Large+

   54mm

ITEM: 9808RCSP

Blowout Round 
Brush-Large

   44mm

ITEM: 9813RCSP

Blowout Round 
Brush-Medium

   34mm

ITEM: 9809RCSP-1

Blowout Round 
Brush-Large+

   54mm

ITEM: 9808RCSP-1

Blowout Round 
Brush-Large

   44mm

ITEM: 9813RCSP-1

Blowout Round 
Brush-Medium

   34mm

ITEM: 9809RCSP-2

Blowout Round 
Brush-Large+

   54mm

ITEM: 9808RCSP-2

Blowout Round 
Brush-Large

   44mm

ITEM: 9813RCSP-2 

Blowout Round 
Brush-Medium

   34mm



 Oval Cushioned Brush ITEM: 27-9586R-1

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long 
hair.

Round Brush-Small ITEM: 27-9511R-1

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. 
Nylon bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. 
Suitable for all hair lengths.

 Flat Brush ITEM: 27-9543R-1

ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are 
designed to smooth, shape and polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon 
bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and add root lift. Suitable for 
all hair types.

Vented Brush ITEM: 27-9552R-1

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly 
at hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

ITEM: 27-9551R-1 Oval Cushioned Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 27-9595R-1

Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon with 
stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also 
helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

Paddle Brush

Classical Rubber
Coating Collection



 Paddle Brush

 Flat Brush

ITEM: 27-9511R Round Brush-Small

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. 
Suitable for all hair lengths.

Blowout Round Brush-Small ITEM: 27-9512RC

Blowout Round Brush-Medium ITEM: 27-9513RC

Blowout Round Brush-Large ITEM: 27-9508RC

ITEM: 27-9551R Oval Cushioned Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 27-9595R

Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon with 
stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also 
helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 27-9543R

ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are 
designed to smooth, shape and polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon 
bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and add root lift. Suitable for 
all hair types.

Vented Brush ITEM: 27-9527R

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:34mm

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:44mm

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:25mm

Classical Rubber
Coating Collection



 Cushioned Brush ITEM: 7-9585R
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 7-9586R Oval Cushioned Brush
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 7-9551R Oval Cushioned Brush
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

 Paddle Brush ITEM: 7-9595R
Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon with 
stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also 
helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 7-9550R
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned. Nylon 
bristles with stay- put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also help to reduce snags and tangles. Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

Flat Cushioned Brush

Classical Rubber
Coating Collection



ITEM: 7-9543R
ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are designed 
to smooth, shape and polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon bristles gently 
massage the scalp and help in detangling and add root lift. Suitable for all hair types.

Flat Brush

Detangling Brush ITEM: 7-9546R
Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant 
bristles gently detangle while blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra 

ITEM: 7-9511R
ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable 
for all hair lengths.

Round Brush-Small

ITEM: 7-9525R
ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable 
for all hair lengths.

Round Brush-Large

Vented Brush ITEM: 7-9542R
Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

Detangling Brush ITEM: 7-9645R
Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant 
bristles gently detangle while blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra 

Vented Brush ITEM: 7-9552R
Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

Blowout Round Brush-Small ITEM: 7-9512R

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:25mm

 Blowout Round Brush-Medium ITEM: 7-9513R

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:34mm

 Blowout Round Brush-Large ITEM: 7-9508R

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:44mm

Classical Rubber
Coating Collection



ITEM: 31-9595R Paddle Brush
Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon 
with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to 
long hair.

ITEM: 31-9551R Oval Cushioned Brush
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the 
scalp and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium 
to long hair.

ITEM: 31-9586R Oval Cushioned Brush
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the 
scalp and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium 
to long hair.

ITEM: 31-2349RSP Detangling Brush
Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant 
bristles gently detangle while blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for 



ITEM: 31-9547R Detangling Brush
Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant 
bristles gently detangle while blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for 

ITEM: 31-9549R Detangling Brush
Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant 
bristles gently detangle while blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for 

ITEM: 31-9552R Vented Brush
Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate 
directly at hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. 
Recommended for home and light blow drying only.

ITEM: 31-9543R Flat Brush
ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are 
designed to smooth, shape and polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped 
nylon bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and add root lift. 
Suitable for all hair types.

ITEM: 31-9525R Round Brush-Large
ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. 
Nylon bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round 
brush. Suitable for all hair lengths.

ITEM: 31-9511R Round Brush-Small
ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. 
Nylon bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round 
brush. Suitable for all hair lengths.

ITEM: 31-9508R Blowout Round Brush-Large

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow 
out. Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with 
ceramic plates for even heat distribution.

Dia:44mm

ITEM: 31-9513R Blowout Round Brush-Medium

ITEM: 31-9512R Blowout Round Brush-Small

Fashional Rubber Coating Collection

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow 
out. Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with 
ceramic plates for even heat distribution.

Dia:34mm

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow 
out. Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with 
ceramic plates for even heat distribution.

Dia:25mm



 Cushioned Brush

 Paddle Brush

 Flat Brush

ITEM: 28-9586R Oval Cushioned Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the 
scalp and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to 
long hair.

ITEM: 28-9525R Round Brush-Large

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. 
Suitable for all hair lengths.

Round Brush-Small ITEM: 28-9511R

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable 
for all hair lengths.

Blowout Round Brush-Small ITEM: 28-9512R

Blowout Round Brush-Medium ITEM: 28-9513R

Blowout Round Brush-Large ITEM: 28-9508R

ITEM: 28-9645RSP

Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles 

Detangling Brush

ITEM: 28-9551R Oval Cushioned Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 28-9585R

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long 
hair.

ITEM: 28-9595R

Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon with 
stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also 
helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 28-9543R

ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are 
designed to smooth, shape and polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon 
bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and add root lift. Suitable for 
all hair types.

Vented Brush ITEM: 28-9552R

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

Classical Rubber
Coating Collection

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:34mm

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:44mm

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:25mm



 Cushioned Brush

 Paddle Brush

 Flat Brush

ITEM: 13-9586R Oval Cushioned Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 13-9525R Round Brush-Large

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. 
Suitable for all hair lengths.

Round Brush-Small ITEM: 13-9511R

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable 
for all hair lengths.

Blowout Round Brush-Small ITEM: 13-9512R

Blowout Round Brush-Medium ITEM: 13-9513R

Blowout Round Brush-Large ITEM: 13-9508R

ITEM: 13-9645R

Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles 
gently detangle while blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra comfort. 

Detangling Brush

ITEM: 13-9551R Oval Cushioned Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 13-9585R

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long 
hair.

ITEM: 13-9595R

Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon with 
stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also 
helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 13-9543R

ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are 
designed to smooth, shape and polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon 
bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and add root lift. Suitable for 
all hair types.

Vented Brush ITEM: 13-9552R

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

Classical Rubber
Coating Collection

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:34mm

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:44mm

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:25mm



Classical Rubber
Coating Collection

 Vented Brush ITEM: 32-9542R
Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for home 
and light blow drying only.

 Oval Cushioned Brush ITEM: 32-9551R
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long 
hair.

 Oval Cushioned Brush ITEM: 32-9586RSP
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long 
hair.

 Detangling Brush ITEM: 32-9548RSP
Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant 
bristles gently detangle while blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra 
comfort. 

 Vented Brush ITEM: 32-9552R
Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

 Round Styling Brush ITEM: 32-9561RP

Ideal for adding volume and curl. Natural bristles add condition and shine. Suitable for 
all hair types.

Dia:32mm

 Paddle Brush ITEM: 32-9595R
Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon with 
stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also 
helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

Flat Brush ITEM: 32-9543R
ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are designed 
to smooth, shape and polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon bristles gently 
massage the scalp and help in detangling and add root lift. Suitable for all hair types.

Round Brush-Small ITEM: 32-9511R
ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable 
for all hair lengths.

 Blowout Round Brush-Large+ ITEM: 32-9609RC

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates for 
even heat distribution.

Dia:54mm

 Blowout Round Brush-Large ITEM: 32-9608RC

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates for 
even heat distribution.

Dia:44mm

 Blowout Round Brush-Medium ITEM: 32-9613RC

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates for 
even heat distribution.

Dia:34mm

 Blowout Round Brush-Small ITEM: 32-9612RC

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates for 
even heat distribution.

Dia:25mm



Round Brush-Small ITEM: 33-9511R
ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. 
Suitable for all hair lengths.

ITEM: 33-9551R Oval Cushioned Brush
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 33-9586R Oval Cushioned Brush
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

 Cushioned Brush ITEM: 33-9585R
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 33-9645R
Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles 
gently detangle while blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra comfort. 

Detangling Brush

 Paddle Brush ITEM: 33-9595R
Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon with 
stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also 
helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

 Round Brush-Large ITEM: 33-9525R
ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. 
Suitable for all hair lengths.

ITEM: 33-9645RSP
Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles 
gently detangle while blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra comfort. 

Detangling Brush

 Vented Brush ITEM: 33-9552R
Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

 Flat Brush ITEM: 33-9543R
ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are 
designed to smooth, shape and polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon 
bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and add root lift. Suitable for 
all hair types.

Blowout Round Brush-Small ITEM: 33-9512R

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:25mm

 Blowout Round Brush-Medium ITEM: 33-9513R

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:34mm

 Blowout Round Brush-Large ITEM: 33-9508R

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:44mm

Classical Rubber
Coating Collection



 Cushioned Brush

 Paddle Brush

 Flat Brush

ITEM: 29-9586R Oval Cushioned Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 29-9525R Round Brush-Large

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. 
Suitable for all hair lengths.

Round Brush-Small ITEM: 29-9511R

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable 
for all hair lengths.

Blowout Round Brush-Small ITEM: 29-9512R

Blowout Round Brush-Medium ITEM: 29-9513R

Blowout Round Brush-Large ITEM: 29-9508R

ITEM: 29-9645R

Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles 

Detangling Brush

ITEM: 29-9551R Oval Cushioned Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 29-9585R

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long 
hair.

ITEM: 29-9595R

Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon with 
stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also 
helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 29-9543R

ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are 
designed to smooth, shape and polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon 
bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and add root lift. Suitable for 
all hair types.

Vented Brush ITEM: 29-9552R

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

Classical Rubber
Coating Collection

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:34mm

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:44mm

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:25mm



Round Brush-Small ITEM: 34-9511R

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable 
for all hair lengths.

Vented Brush ITEM: 34-9542R

ITEM: 34-9549R

Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant 
bristles gently detangle while blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra 
comfort. 

Detangling Brush

 Cushioned Brush ITEM: 34-9585R

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 34-9586R Oval Cushioned Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 34-9551R Oval Cushioned Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

 Paddle Brush ITEM: 34-9595R

Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon with 
stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also 
helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

 Flat Brush ITEM: 34-9543R

ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are 
designed to smooth, shape and polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon 
bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and add root lift. Suitable for 
all hair types.

Vented Brush ITEM: 34-9552R

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

Round Styling Brush ITEM: 34-9662R

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable 
for all hair lengths.

Round Styling Brush ITEM: 34-9661R

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable 
for all hair lengths.

Classical Rubber
Coating Collection



ITEM: 26-9595R Paddle Brush
Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon 
with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to 
long hair.

ITEM: 26-9586RSP Oval Cushioned Brush
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the 
scalp and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium 
to long hair.

Blowout Round Brush-Large+

ITEM: 26-2349RSP Detangling Brush
Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant 
bristles gently detangle while blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for 
extra comfort. 

ITEM: 26-9552R Vented Brush
Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate 
directly at hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. 
Recommended for home and light blow drying only.

ITEM: R1841 3D Detangling Brush
Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant 
bristles gently detangle while blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for 
extra comfort. 

Classical Rubber
Coating Collection

ITEM: 26-9608RC Blowout Round Brush-Large

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow 
out. Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with 
ceramic plates for even heat distribution.

Dia:44mm

ITEM: 26-9613RC Blowout Round Brush-Medium

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow 
out. Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with 
ceramic plates for even heat distribution.

Dia:34mm

ITEM: 26-9612RC Blowout Round Brush-Small

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow 
out. Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with 
ceramic plates for even heat distribution.

Dia:25mm

ITEM: 26-9609RC

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow 
out. Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with 
ceramic plates for even heat distribution.

Dia:54mm



Round Brush-Large ITEM: 2-9525Z-1
ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. 
Suitable for all hair lengths.

ITEM: 2-9551Z-1Oval Cushioned Brush
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 2-9586Z-1Oval Cushioned Brush
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

PRO Nylon Pin Styling Brush ITEM: 2-9553Z-1
Ideal for styling, grooming and adding volume.It is used for simple everyday grooming. 
Also remove tangles in wet hair smoothly. Suitable for all hair lengths.

ITEM: 2-9552Z-1
Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

Vented Brush

Paddle Brush ITEM: 2-9595Z-1
Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon with 
stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also 
helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

Vented Brush ITEM: 2-1049Z-1
Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

ITEM: 2-9543Z-1
ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are designed 
to smooth, shape and polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon bristles gently 
massage the scalp and help in detangling and add root lift. Suitable for all hair types.

Flat Brush

Vented Brush ITEM: 2-9527ZCL-1
Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

Vented Brush ITEM: 2-1048Z-1
Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

Blowout Round Brush-Small ITEM: 2-9512ZC-1

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:25mm

Blowout Round Brush-Medium ITEM: 2-9513ZC-1

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:34mm

Blowout Round Brush-Large ITEM: 2-9508ZC-1

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:44mm

Colourful Pearly
Finish Collection



 Cushioned Brush

 Paddle Brush

 Flat Brush

 Oval Cushioned Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the 
scalp and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to 
long hair.

 Round Brush-Large

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. 
Suitable for all hair lengths.

Round Brush-Small

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable 
for all hair lengths.

Blowout Round Brush-Small

Blowout Round Brush-Medium

Blowout Round Brush-Large

Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles 

Detangling Brush

 Oval Cushioned Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long 
hair.

Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon with 
stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also 
helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are 
designed to smooth, shape and polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon 
bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and add root lift. Suitable for 
all hair types.

Vented Brush

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:34mm

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:44mm

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:25mm

ITEM: W25-9586R

ITEM: W25-9525R

ITEM: W25-9511R

ITEM: W25-9512R

ITEM: W25-9513R

ITEM: W25-9508R

ITEM: W25-9645RSP

ITEM: W25-9551R

ITEM: W25-9585R

ITEM: W25-9595R

ITEM: W25-9543R

ITEM: W25-9552R

Beech Wood Handle & Rubber
Coating Collection



Round Brush-Small ITEM: W35-9511R
ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. 
Suitable for all hair lengths.

ITEM: W35-9551R Oval Cushioned Brush
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: W35-9586R Oval Cushioned Brush
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

 Cushioned Brush ITEM: W35-9585R
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: W35-9645R
Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles 
gently detangle while blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra comfort. 

Detangling Brush

 Paddle Brush ITEM: W35-9595R
Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon with 
stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also 
helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

 Round Brush-Large ITEM: W35-9525R
ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. 
Suitable for all hair lengths.

ITEM: W35-9645RSP
Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles 
gently detangle while blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra comfort. 

Detangling Brush

 Vented Brush ITEM: W35-9552R
Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

 Flat Brush ITEM: W35-9543R
ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are 
designed to smooth, shape and polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon 
bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and add root lift. Suitable for 
all hair types.

Blowout Round Brush-Small ITEM: W35-9512R

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:25mm

 Blowout Round Brush-Medium ITEM: W35-9513R

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:34mm

 Blowout Round Brush-Large ITEM: W35-9508R

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:44mm

Beech Wood Handle & Rubber
Coating Collection



 Cushioned Brush

 Paddle Brush

 Flat Brush

ITEM: W30-9586R Oval Cushioned Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the 
scalp and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to 
long hair.

ITEM: W30-9525R Round Brush-Large

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. 
Suitable for all hair lengths.

Round Brush-Small ITEM: W30-9511R

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable 
for all hair lengths.

Blowout Round Brush-Small ITEM: W30-9512R

Blowout Round Brush-Medium ITEM: W30-9513R

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:34mm

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:44mm

 It's everything you need for fast and easy styling to create a sleek and shiny blow out. 
Leaves your luscious locks soft, smooth and full of curl all day long with ceramic plates 
for even heat distribution.

Dia:25mm

Blowout Round Brush-Large ITEM: W30-9508R

ITEM: W30-9645R

Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles 

Detangling Brush

ITEM: W30-9551R Oval Cushioned Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: W30-9585R

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long 
hair.

ITEM: W30-9595R

Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon with 
stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also 
helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: W30-9543R

ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are 
designed to smooth, shape and polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon 
bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and add root lift. Suitable for 
all hair types.

Vented Brush ITEM: W30-9552R

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

Beech Wood Handle & Rubber
Coating Collection



ITEM: 11X-51T-1Mini Cushioned Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 11X-43T-1Mini Flat Brush

ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are 
designed to smooth, shape and polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon 
bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and add root lift. Suitable for all 
hair types.

Mini Vented Brush ITEM: 11X-42T-1

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

ITEM: 11X-11T-1

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable 
for all hair lengths.

Mini  Round Brush-Small

Mini Cushioned Brush ITEM: 11X-50T-1

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

Length: cm Length: cm

Length: cm

Length: cm

Length: cm

Length: cm

Length: cm

Length: cm

Length: cm

Length: cm

Length: cm

Length: cm

ITEM: 11X-41T-1

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

Mini Vented Brush

ITEM: 12X-51T-1Mini Cushioned Brush

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 12X-43T-1Mini Flat Brush

ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are 
designed to smooth, shape and polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon 
bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and add root lift. Suitable for all 
hair types.

Mini Vented Brush ITEM: 12X-42T-1

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

ITEM: 12X-11T-1

ldeal f or adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon 
bristles have excellent grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable 
for all hair lengths.

Mini Round Brush-Small

Mini Cushioned Brush ITEM: 12X-50T-1

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  
Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp 
and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

ITEM: 12X-41T-1

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at 
hair root level, which helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for 
home and light blow drying only.

Mini Vented Brush

Mini Classical Rubber
Coating Collection



24-9595RPaddle Brush
Length:25.5cm

Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon bristles with stay-put ball tips 
easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable 
for all types of medium to long hair.

24-9586ROval Cushioned Brush
Length:25cm

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  Nylon bristles with stay-put 
ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and 
tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

24-9551ROval Cushioned Brush
Length:24.5cm

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  Nylon bristles with stay-put 
ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and 
tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

24-9508RUVBlowout Round Brush-Large
Length:24.5cm
Dia:44mm

Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily 
penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all 
types of medium to long hair.

24-9513RUVBlowout Round Brush-Medium
Length:24.5cm
Dia:34mm

Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily 
penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all 
types of medium to long hair.

24-9512RUVBlowout Round Brush-Small
Length:24.5cm
Dia:25mm

Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon with stay-put ball tips easily 
penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable for all 
types of medium to long hair.
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24-9550RFlat Cushioned Brush
Length:23.8cm

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned. Nylon bristles with stay- put 
ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also help to reduce snags and tangles. 
Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

24-9549RPro Flex Styling Brush
Length:24cm

Vented design removes excess moisture and speeds drying time. Brush design contours to scalp for extra 
comfort .Gliding easily through tangles and it's safe for wet or dry hair.Suitable for men, women and children of 
all hair types. 

24-9543RFlat Brush
Length:23.5cm

ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are designed to smooth, shape and 
polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and 
add root lift. Suitable for all hair types.

24-9511RRound Brush
Length:22cm

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon bristles have excellent 
grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable for all hair lengths.

24-9561RPRound Styling Brush
Length:22.2cm
Dia:32mm
Ideal for adding volume and curl. Natural bristles add condition and shine. Suitable for all hair types.

24-9553R9 Rows Classic Styling Brush
Length:23.8cm

Ideal for styling, grooming and adding volume.It is used for simple everyday grooming. Also remove tangles in 
wet hair smoothly. Suitable for all hair lengths.

24-9552RVented Brush
Length:22.5cm

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at hair root level, which 
helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for home and light blow drying only.

24-9548RSPDetangling Brush
Length:25.5cm

Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Nylon&boar bristles with stay-put ball tips 
easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable 
for all types of medium to long hair.

24-9547RDetangling Brush
Length:25.5cm

Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles gently detangle while 
blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra comfort. 



24-9595R-1Paddle Brush
Length:25.5cm

Ideal for grooming, straightening,smoothing and adding shine to your hair. Nylon bristles with stay-put ball tips 
easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and tangles.Suitable 
for all types of medium to long hair.

24-9585R-1 Cushioned Brush
Length:24cm

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  Nylon bristles with stay-put 
ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and 
tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

24-9551R-1Oval Cushioned Brush
Length:24.5cm

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  Nylon bristles with stay-put 
ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and 
tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

24-9586RSP-1Oval Cushioned Brush
Length:25cm

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  Nylon&boar bristles with 
stay-put ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and 
tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.
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24-9560RSP-1Round Styling Brush-Large
Length:22.5cm
Dia:46mm

Ideal for adding volume and curl.Natural bristles add condition and shine. The mixed blend of nylon and bristles 
not only help you achieve extra tension for smooth blow drying results, but are excellent everyday groomers. 
The nylon bristles penetrate the hair while the boar bristles polish the shaft.Suitable for all hair types.

24-9511R-1Round Brush
Length:22cm

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon bristles have excellent 
grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable for all hair lengths.

24-9547R-1Detangling Brush
Length:25.5cm

Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles gently detangle while 
blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra comfort. 

24-9549R-1Pro Flex Styling Brush
Length:24cm

Vented design removes excess moisture and speeds drying time. Brush design contours to scalp for extra 
comfort .Gliding easily through tangles and it's safe for wet or dry hair.Suitable for men, women and children of 
all hair types. 

24-9552R-1Vented Brush
Length:22.5cm

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at hair root level, which 
helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for home and light blow drying only.

24-9542R-1Vented Brush
Length:23.8cm

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at hair root level, which 
helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for home and light blow drying only.

24-9543R-1Flat Brush
Length:23.5cm

ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are designed to smooth, shape and 
polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and 
add root lift. Suitable for all hair types.

24-9561RSP-1Round Styling Brush-Medium
Length:22.3cm
Dia:32mm

Ideal for adding volume and curl.Natural bristles add condition and shine. The mixed blend of nylon and bristles 
not only help you achieve extra tension for smooth blow drying results, but are excellent everyday groomers. 
The nylon bristles penetrate the hair while the boar bristles polish the shaft.Suitable for all hair types.

24-9562RSP-1Round Styling Brush-Small
Length:22.2cm
Dia:22mm

Ideal for adding volume and curl.Natural bristles add condition and shine. The mixed blend of nylon and bristles 
not only help you achieve extra tension for smooth blow drying results, but are excellent everyday groomers. 
The nylon bristles penetrate the hair while the boar bristles polish the shaft.Suitable for all hair types.
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23-9512R
Length:25cm
Dia:25mm

23-9513R
Length:25cm
Dia:34mm

23-9508R
Length:25cm
Dia:44mm
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23-9595RPaddle Brush
Length:26cm

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned. Nylon bristles with stay-put 
ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and 
tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

23-9547RSPDetangling Brush
Length:26cm

Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles gently detangle while 
blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra comfort. 

23-9511RRound Brush
Length:22.5cm

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon bristles have excellent 
grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable for all hair lengths.

23-9543RFlat Brush
Length:24cm

ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are designed to smooth, shape and 
polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and 
add root lift. Suitable for all hair types.

23-9552RVented Brush
Length:23cm

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at hair root level, which 
helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for home and light blow drying only.

23-9551ROval Cushioned Brush
Length:25cm

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned. Nylon bristles with stay-put 
ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and 
tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

23-9586ROval Cushioned Brush
Length:25.5cm

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned. Nylon bristles with stay-put 
ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and 
tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

23-9548RDetangling Brush
Length:26cm

Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles gently detangle while 
blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra comfort. 



23-9662R-1Round Styling Brush-Small
Length:23.8cm
Dia:25mm
ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon bristles have excellent 
grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable for all hair lengths.

23-9661R-1Round Styling Brush-Medium
Length:24cm
Dia:33mm
ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon bristles have excellent 
grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable for all hair lengths.

23-9543R-1Flat Brush
Length:24cm
ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are designed to smooth, shape and 
polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and 
add root lift. Suitable for all hair types.

23-9549R-1Pro Flex Styling Brush
Length:24.5cm
Vented design removes excess moisture and speeds drying time. Brush design contours to scalp for extra 
comfort .Gliding easily through tangles and it's safe for wet or dry hair.Suitable for men, women and children of 
all hair types. 

23-9548R-1Detangling Brush
Length:26cm
Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles gently detangle while 
blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra comfort. 

23-9547R-1Detangling Brush
Length:26cm
Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles gently detangle while 
blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra comfort. 

23-9547R-1Detangling Brush

23-9586R-1 Oval Cushioned Brush
Length:25.5cm
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  Nylon bristles with stay-put 
ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and 
tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

23-9585R-1 Cushioned Brush
Length:24.5cm
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  Nylon bristles with stay-put 
ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and 
tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

23-9595R-1Paddle Brush
Length:26cm
Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  Nylon bristles with stay-put 
ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and 
tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

23-1049R-1Vented Brush
Length:24cm
Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at hair root level, which 
helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for home and light blow drying only.

23-9542R-1Vented Brush
Length:24.5cm
Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at hair root level, which 
helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for home and light blow drying only.

23-9552R-1Vented Brush
Length:23cm
Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at hair root level, which 
helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for home and light blow drying only.



23-9595R-2Paddle Brush
Length:26cm

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  Nylon bristles with stay-put 
ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and 
tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

23-9551R-2Oval Cushioned Brush
Length:25cm

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  Nylon bristles with stay-put 
ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and 
tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

23-9585R-2 Cushioned Brush
Length:24.5cm

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  Nylon bristles with stay-put 
ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and 
tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.

23-9586R-2Oval Cushioned Brush
Length:25.5cm

Ideal for grooming, straightening and smoothing hair, increasing shine cushioned.  Nylon bristles with stay-put 
ball tips easily penetrate the hair and stimulate, massage the scalp and also helps to reduce snags and 
tangles.Suitable for all types of medium to long hair.
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23-9547R-2Detangling Brush
Length:26cm

Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles gently detangle while 
blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra comfort. 

23-9542R-2Vented Brush
Length:24.5cm

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at hair root level, which 
helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for home and light blow drying only.

23-9548R-2Detangling Brush
Length:26cm

Vented design speeds drying time and removes excess moisture . Heat-resistant bristles gently detangle while 
blow drying. Brush design contours to scalp for extra comfort. 

23-9543R-2Flat Brush
Length:24cm

ldeal for daily styling for styles that require body and volume. These brushes are designed to smooth, shape and 
polish all hair lengths and texture. Ball tipped nylon bristles gently massage the scalp and help in detangling and 
add root lift. Suitable for all hair types.

23-1049R-2Vented Brush
Length:24cm

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at hair root level, which 
helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for home and light blow drying only.

23-9661R-2Round Styling Brush
Length:24cm
Dia:33mm

ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon bristles have excellent 
grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable for all hair lengths.

23-9552R-2Vented Brush
Length:23cm

Vented brush accelerates the blow drying process by allowing air to circulate directly at hair root level, which 
helps to create texture and volume to hair. Recommended for home and light blow drying only.

23-9662R-2Round Styling Brush
Length:23.8cm

Dia:25mm
ldeal for adding body, volume, smoothing and curl. Reinforced stay-put ball tips. Nylon bristles have excellent 
grip allowing for easier styling when using a round brush. Suitable for all hair lengths.

23-9549R-2Pro Flex Styling Brush
Length:24.5cm

Vented design removes excess moisture and speeds drying time. Brush design contours to scalp for extra 
comfort .Gliding easily through tangles and it's safe for wet or dry hair.Suitable for men, women and children of 
all hair types. 
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PADDLE
B R U S H
FOR EVERYDAY USE WITH ALL HAIRSTYLES

DETANGLING
B R U S H

F O R  E V E R Y D A Y  U S E  W I T H  A L L  H A I R S T Y L E S

PADDLE
B R U S H
FOR EVERYDAY USE WITH ALL HAIRSTYLES

DETANGLING
B R U S H

F O R  E V E R Y D A Y  U S E  W I T H  A L L  H A I R S T Y L E S

BLOWOUT ROUND
B R U S H

F O R  E V E R Y D A Y  U S E  W I T H  A L L  H A I R S T Y L E S

PADDLE
B R U S H
FOR EVERYDAY USE WITH ALL HAIRSTYLES

DETANGLING
B R U S H

FOR EVERYDAY USE WITH ALL HAIRSTYLES

PADDLE
B R U S H
FOR EVERYDAY USE WITH ALL HAIRSTYLES

DETANGLING
B R U S H

F O R  E V E R Y D A Y  U S E  W I T H  A L L  H A I R S T Y L E S

LARGE BLOWOUT
ROUND BRUSH

F O R  E V E R Y D A Y  U S E  W I T H  A L L  H A I R S T Y L E S

PADDLE
B R U S H
FOR EVERYDAY USE WITH ALL HAIRSTYLES

DETANGLING
B R U S H

FOR EVERYDAY USE WITH ALL HAIRSTYLES
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21-9595UV-1
Material ABS+UV finish with rubber 

              cushion with nylon pin

Length 26.4cm

21-9551UV-1
Material ABS+UV finish with rubber 

              cushion with nylon pin

Length 25.3cm

21-9586UV-1
Material ABS+UV finish with rubber 

              cushion with nylon pin

Length 25.7cm

21-9552UV-1
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 23.2cm

21-9547UV-1
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 26.3cm

21-9548UV-1
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 26.2cm

21-9511UV-1
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 22.7cm

21-9543UV-1
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 24.3cm

21-9542UV-1
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 24.6cm

21-9549UV-1
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 25cm
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Wet And Dry 
Dual Use

Spa Experience

Help To Calm Frizz

21-9548UV   
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 26.2cm

21-9547UV   
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 26.3cm

21-9552UV   
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 23.2cm

21-9542UV   
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 24.6cm

21-9595UV   
Material ABS+UV finish with rubber 

              cushion with nylon pin

Length 26.4cm

21-9551UV   
Material ABS+UV finish with rubber 

              cushion with nylon pin

Length 25.3cm

21-9586UV   
Material ABS+UV finish with rubber 

              cushion with nylon pin

Length 25.7cm
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21-9547UV-2
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 23.3cm

21-9548UV-2
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 26.2cm

21-9511UV-2
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 22.7cm

21-9543UV-2
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 24.3cm

21-9549UV-2
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 25cm

21-9552UV-2
Material ABS+UV finish/nylon pin

Length 23.2cm

21-9595UV-2
Material ABS+UV finish with rubber cushion with nylon pin

Length 26.4cm

21-9551UV-2
Material ABS+UV finish with rubber cushion with nylon pin

Length 25.3cm

21-9586UV-2
Material ABS+UV finish with rubber cushion with nylon pin

Length 25.7cm



S22-1086
Size:27.5cm

S22-9551
Size:25.5cm

S22-9595
Size:26.5cm

S22-9550
Size:24.5cm



44mm

34mm

25mm

S22-9508
Size:25cm

S22-9513
Size:25cm

S22-9512
Size:25cm

S22-9552
Size:23.5cm

S22-9543
Size:24.5cm





S5-1086-1
Size:26.5cm

S5-9551-1
Size:24cm

S5-9585-1
Size:23.5cm

S5-9548-1
Size:25cm

S5-9552-1
Size:22cm

S5-9543-1
Size:23cm

S5-9586-1
Size:24.5cm

S22-9595-1
Size:26.5cm

S22-9585-1
Size:25cm

S22-9586-1
Size:26cm

S22-9547-1
Size:26.5cm



S5-9595-2
Size:25cm

S5-9586-2
Size:24.5cm

S5-9585-2
Size:23.5cm

S5-9550-2
Size:23.5cm



S5-9552-2
Size:22.5cm S5-9508-2

Size:23cm

S5-9512-2
Size:23cm

S5-9543-2
Size:23cm

S5-9542-2
Size:23.5cm

S5-9511-2
Size:21.5cm

44mm

25mm

34mm

S5-9513-2
Size:23cm



S5-9595-3
Size:23cm

S5-9551-3
Size:24cm

S5-9586-3
Size:24.5cm

S5-9552-3
Size:22.5cm

S5-9543-3
Size:23cm



S17-9595-4
Size:26cm

S17-9551-4
Size:25cm

S17-9585-4
Size:24.5cm

S17-9586-4
Size:25.5cm



44mm

S17-9508-4
Size:25cm

34mm

S17-9513-4
Size:25cm

25mm

S17-9512-4
Size:25cm

S17-9543-4
Size:24cm

S17-9542-4
Size:24.5cm



44mm

S16-9595-5
Size:26cm

S16-9508-5
Size:25cm

S16-9586-5
Size:25.5cm

S16-9552-5
Size:23cm



34mm

Protect hair by 
massaging scalp

Wet and ery
Easy to clean

S17-9595-6
Size:26cm

S6-9513-6
Size:25cm

S17-9595-7
Size:26cm

S17-9551-7
Size:25cm

S17-9585-7
Size:24.5cm

S17-9586-7
Size:25.5cm



34mm

44mm

25mm

S17-9543-7
Size:24cm

S17-9508-7
Size:25cm

S17-9542-7
Size:24.5cm

S17-9513-7
Size:25cm

S17-9512-7
Size:25cm



COOPERATION
PARTNER 

Office:Room 5-2,Shanghai Fortune Maison,No.88,XiangYe 
Street,Luotuo Town, Ningbo,Zhejiang,China


